
 Thank you for choosing Triple Digit Rain Covers. They will help you have warm, dry hands in the coldest and 
wettest riding conditions. They feature a unique ‘lobster claw’ configuration for optimal dexterity, and are made as 
thin as possible for maximum control feel. The smooth ripstop nylon fabric provides good friction on all modern 
standard rubber grips. These rain gloves are not recommended for use on hard rubber grips, or on smooth grips which 
are common on older and custom motorcycles.

FIT AND SIZING
 To work best they should be sized to fit over your regular crash-protective gloves. For glove sizes S or 7-8, use a 
size M. For glove sizes M/L or 9-10, use a size L. For size XL or 11+, use size XL.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS 
 Triple Digit Rain Covers will continue to allow moisture to escape even during direct rain conditions, if main-
tained. Periodically spray the fabric with a spray repellent like Heavy Duty Scotchgard® or Tectron®...or use a wash-in 
repellent like Nikwax® or Revivex®...so water will bead and run off the fabrics surface. If water is absorbed into the 
fabric’s fibers, it can block the passage of moisture from the inside of the glove covers to the surrounding atmosphere. 
Small leaks can be identified by turning the glove inside out, and filling it with water then marking areas to be repaired.  
(Alternatively, Raincovers can be inflated and submerged and bubbles will show leaks.) After the glove covers dry, use 

Aqua Seal or a similar urethane sealant to close any leak(s).

WEARING AND STORING 
 With both the gauntlet and wrist strap open, pull on the gloves and tighten the Velcro wrist straps. After both 
gloves are on, grab the gauntlet drawcord and pull. The cordlock is tethered to the gauntlet and will stay in position 
while the drawcord is tightened. The gauntlet may be worn either over or under your jacket sleeves, depending on 
riding/hand positioning, to best prevent water from entering the cordlock opening area. To wear inside the jacket 
sleeve, put on the riding gloves first, raincovers second and jacket third. Before long-term storage, allow the gloves to 
air dry, or dry in a dryer on low heat. The gloves may be kept in jacket pockets, tank bags, or fairing compartments so 
that they are quickly accessible. Do not attempt to put them on while your motorcycle is moving.

IMPROVING GRIP
 A small amount of urethane sealant like Aqua Seal can be applied to the outside of the raincover palms to in-
crease gripping friction. This application requires two persons, one to wear the raincovers over regular riding gloves, 
and a second person to apply some sealant to the raincover palms and then to help remove the raincovers so the 

sealant can dry fully. Rubbing open, flattened palms together will spread the urethane evenly.

TRIPLE DIGIT RAINCOVERS OWNER’S GUIDE 

Specifications:

• 1 oz nylon ripstop 3 fabric, fully seam sealed

• 1” hook & loop wrist closure

• Scotchlite® reflective 

• Two versions: Standard & Short 

• Tethered elastic gauntlet cord lock

• Face Shield Wiper on left thumb

• Available in Black or Orange, 3.25 oz 

If you have any questions about your Triple Digit Rain Covers, please call us at  218-722 1927 or email  <products@aerostich.com>   #442 rev. 09/17
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